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Canadian Select List - 2017 
 
In December 2010, we introduced the Ford Canadian Select List, a model portfolio of the top in-
vestment prospects among Canadian companies in the Ford universe of stocks. This monthly 
model portfolio, which selects the top 30 companies based on Ford’s Value Momentum Model 
outperformed the S&P/TSX Composite Index for 2017. 

 
 

 

Copyright, 2018 Ford Equity Research. Information and opinions are based on sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy and completeness can not be guaranteed. All security analyses are 
based on a limited analysis of statistical data and should not be interpreted as recommendations based on a complete investment evaluation. The performance results of the select list represents 
total returns (traded currency price gain plus estimated dividend income) equal-dollar investments that are rebalanced monthly. Transaction costs are not included. There is no assurance that future 
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Of the 86 companies that were part of the list in 2017, 60 had a positive return and 26 had a nega-
tive return. The companies with positive returns had an average price gain of 14.9% and those 
with negative returns had an average loss of 4.8%. 
 
Industry concentration among the year’s selections was most heavily weighted in banks (10 
stocks, 9 gainers), real estate investment trusts (8 stocks, 8 gainers), miscellaneous metals & min-
ing (6 stocks, 4 gainers), and forest products (6 stocks, 3 gainers). 
 
The average holding period of the 56 stocks that were removed from the list during the year was 
4.2 months. Stocks are removed when their ranking, according to Ford’s Value/Momentum model, 
drops below the top 30%. 


